The application of tunable, polarised pulsed laser techniques, in probing molecular photodissociation, is providing unparalleled insight into their three-dimensional, stereodynamics. A survey of some of the most recent developments is presented, illustrated by studies of hydrogen peroxide, t-butyl hydroperoxide, t-butyl nitrite and nitric acid.
INTRODUCTION
When the absorption of a photon by a polyatomic molecule so disturbs its electronic structure as to promote its fragmentation, it is not surprising that bond-breaking is accompanied by other structural changes. If the absorption spectrum associated with the electronic transition is a broad continuum, apart from reflecting a fleeting lifetime for the electronically excited molecule, and most likely a "half-collisional" direct dissociation pathway, the spectrum conveys no information on the dynamics of the dissociation process or in particular on its stereodynamics. It is these that convey the detailed, three-dimensional information relating to the changing geometries of the photoexcited molecule. The entry into this three-dimensional world is through the door of 'photofragment mapping', i.e. through probing both the scalar (energy) distributions and the vector (linear and angular momentum) correlations among the recoiling molecular (or atomic) fragments [ I ] .
Two alternative strategies have been developed to achieve this. The first involves various methods of photofragment imaging [2, 3, 4] ; ionisation and a multiple detection array to display the angular distribution of the ionised fragment trajectories [4] , while time of flight measurements provide their velocity/momentum distributions and polarised laser beahs provide the essential reference frame upon which the molecular image can be projected. The second strategy exploits the polarisation and in particular, the narrow line-width of tunable dye laser systems; the polarised laser induced fluorescence excitation, or multiple photon ionisation spectra of the molecular fragments are recorded at sub-Doppler resolution "3-73 in a laser pump (photo1ysis)-probe experiment. Analysis of the integrated intensity distributions in the resolved photofragment spectra provides their energy/quantum state distributions. Analysis of the Doppler contours of individual spectral lines reveals their velocity distributions. Finally, and most importantly, analysis of the Doppler contours under alternative photolysis -probe laser beam polarisation and propagation geometries reveals the vector correlations (average angles) between the molecular electronic transition dipole pp (referenced to the photolysis beam polarisation c p ) , the fragment recoil velocity v and rotational angular momentum j. [ 8 3 .
In the last few years, these sophisticated new techniques have been used to reveal the detailed stereodynamics of a range of polyatomic molecules in quite unprecedented detail. This lecture is designed as an hors d'ouvre which will comprise a discussion of some exemplary direct photodissociation systems including H202, (CH3)3COOH, (CH3)3CON0 and HN03. the most advanced systems employ laser
VECTOR CORRELATIONS
The correlation between the photofragment recoil velocity v and the polarisation vector c P of the photolysis beam (and thus the parent, mRlecular transition dipole i+) is expressed by the translational anisotropy, B Z < P~(~, , . V ) >~ the first member of an interlocking triangle of vector pair correlations. The other two, the rotational alignment, 
A , .
A(2) = i < P 5 2 aagular momentem of the recoiling fragments. between the limits (p . j ) > and the ( v . j ) correlation, < P 2 ( v . j ) > both involve the rotational The three correlations can take values lying can both be 'degraded' by parent molecular rotation either because the dissociation time is long enough to allow significant rotation of the transition dipole p away from its initial alignment with respect to E (orbital) velocity component. an overlap of two (or more) distinct dissociation continua, with different symmetries, and hence different transition dipolar alignments.
The ( v . j ) correlation does not involve the initial transition dipole pp; it is an exit channel property, reflecting the dynamics at the instant of fragment separation. None the less, it too may be influenced by the parent molecular rotation, through angular momentum conservation. This may reduce or enhance the effect of vibrational angular motion, e.g. torsion about the breaking bond, which tends to align j l l v o r perpendicular bending motions, which align j i v .
The pair-wise (and higher) correlations between E ( p ) , v and j are fundamental stereodynamical indicators: recoiling fragments, from which it is possible to infer the details of the molecular changes which accompany photodissociation. Strong correlations exert a profound influence on both the Doppler profiles and the relative integrated intensities of individually resolved spectral features in the LIF excitation spectra of the recoiling fragments. This occurs because each of the photon absorption steps associated with the molecular photodissociation and the fragment LIF probing -are necessarily anisotropic processes. If the photodissociation dynamics generate strongly aligned ( o r with a circularly polarised photolysis beam, oriented) fragments, their absorption/fluorescence excitation spectra will be strongly polarization dependent [5-101. The theoretical machinery required to extract the vectorial data from the experimental spectral contours has been developed by Zare [91, Dixon [81, Houston [61 and Docker [ll] and will not be discussed here. Although complex it is simple to apply in systems where the fragments recoil with a single, or at least a narrow spread of velocities (e.g. in triatomic molecules and in H 0 )
In larger polyatomic molecular photodissociation systems such situations are more lhe?l, the exception than the rule, since a broad spread of internal energies in a polyatomic fragment necessarily leads to a corresponding spread of recoil kinetic energies/velocities (through total energy conservation) and a consequent blurring of the recorded Doppler profiles. In practice, however, this has not proved to be a severe problem; the development of Fourier Transform techniques [12,131 for Doppler spectral inversion will further enhance the determination of final energy distributions and hence the precision of the derived vectorial data.
or through the introduction of a tangential Their interpretation may also be complicated when there is P' . P when they are strong they reffect strong steric influences on the
A BENCH-MARK SYSTEM, HzOz
In its ground electronic state, HOOH adopts an eclipsed equilibrium geometry, with a dihedral angle -120O: a small torsional barrier in the trans-planar configuration leads to a splitting of the zero-point vibrational level. U.-v p oton absorption is associated with two low-lying electronic transitions, populating the BlB(5a(no) -+ 4 b (~t f -~) ) continua. broad continuum absorption peaking at -180 nm, but extending a very broad and weak tail towards longer wavelengths. Direct photodissociation can even be effected with blue light (vide infra). Although the A" and B continuum states are strongly repulsive along the HO-OH coordinate, their preferred angular geometries are respectively trans (EIA) and cis (SIB) -planar. Polarised laser photodissociation at wavelengths between 248 nm and 308 nrn [14-161 generates rapidly recoiling OH fragments which can be detected via LIF spectroscopy. A coaxial pump-probe geometry reveals characteristic 'forward-backward' Doppler spectral profiles, associated with recoil velocities v directly perpendicular to the transition dipole pp. The translational anistropy, 6, which lies close to the limiting value-B = -1 (see fig. l %_hematic sections through the
The recoiling fragments carry no detectable energy in vibration, but at short wavelengths particularly, a significant fraction of the available energy, EAVL converted into rotation;
E A V L (see fig. 1 ) . At wavelengths far to the red of the vertical maximum, Franck-Condon considerations restrict photon absorption to the small sub-set of HOOH molecules with greatly extended internuclear HO-OH separations. the dissociation limit in the electronic continuum where the angle bending and torsional anisotropies will be greatly reduced (see fig. 3 ) . fig. 4 ; detection beam geometries or the polarisation of the related rotational feature (Q-transition aligned parallel to j ; P,R -transition aligned perpendicular to j ) betrays a strong positive ( v , j ) correlation. Quantitative data over a range of photolysis wavelengths are summarised in fig. 1 
t-BUTYL HYDROPEROXIDE
In t-butyl hydroperoxide, the introduction of the heavy t-butyl group should introduce two major changes Bending about the OOH angle transfers perpendicular rotational angular momentum to The 'sponginess' of the t-butoxy group is revealed by the 'blurring' of the OH Doppler profiles and the reduced kinetic energy release. around one third of the available energy into ro-vibrational motion in the t-butoxy fragment, while the 'blurring' reflects the broad spread of internal energies around the mean value. impulsive model, consistent with the assumed direct dissociation mechanics. The average internal excitation in the t-butoxy fragments is more than sufficient to promote their unimolecular decomposition on the other hand, because of the inertia of the heavy t-butyl group hence =-0.3 rather than -1.
The reduction reflects the absorption of
The energy partitioning is in good agreement with the predictions of a simple (CH,) ,CO + CH3 + (CH3)2C0, A E o 2 + 50 kJ mol-'
( 1 )
t-BUTYL NITRITE
The equilibrium geometry of t-butyl nitrite is predicted to be trans-planar [20] . Its u.-v absorption has been assigned to two distinct n o -t n * A"lA'' f RIA1 originating on the termllnal 0 atom is associated with a diffuse banded spectrum, while the second, EIA' + XIA' originates on the central 0 atom, and generates a structureless continuum. It is this continuum which is accessed by photon absorption at 248 nm. If the trans-planar symmetry is retained during the photodissociation electronic transitions: the first,
which follows photon absorption, the following stereodynamical features might be anticipated:-
alignment of the molecular transition dipole pp in the molecular plane strong rotation of the NO fragment promoted by an impulsive transfer into angular momentum about its centre of mass, and hence directed perpendicular to p . Table 2 shows the experimental values for each of the vector correlations determined for rotationally excited NO "fragments" in levels j = 40-60 and carrying one quantum of vibrational excitation 1181. perpendicular to the molecular plane and to the recoil velocity: no significant dynamical contribution from out-of-plane torsional motion is apparent. The translational anisotropy is strongly positive and p must be aligned close to the axis of the central 0-NO bond.
As with t-butyl hydroperoxide, the pattern of energy disposal lies close to an 'impulsive' expectation, and once again the t-butoxy group absorbs a high fraction of the available energy -this time approaching 50% -and more than sufficient to promote the unimolecular decomposition (1).
As expected, the recoiling NO is almost perfectly aligned P
HON02
Nitric acid is a planar molecule in its ground electronic state. Its u.-v absorption spectrum is entirely continuous displaying a weak, broad maximum centred around 270 nm and a much stronger peak at -185 nm. Ab initio calculations [ZI] predict three successive low-lying electronic transitions populating two states of A" symmetry, populated via n O 2 + TI* transitions. All three excited states are predicted to be non-planar. Photon absorption at any wavelength in the continuum leads to the dissociation(s)
Doppler resolved LIF spectral profiles of the recoiling, rotationally excited OH fragments, generated at 280 nm near the long wavelength peak, and recorded using two alternative excitation-detection geometries, are shown in fig. 5 [22]. The appearance of the 'tell-tale', forward-backward Doppler shape for the perpendicular ( fig. 5 (a) ), rather than the co-axial geometry, reflects a tendency for recoil in directions parallel to the molecular transition dipole p and suggests that p lies closely parallel to the N-OH bond.
Detailed analysis of the Doppler profiles gives a value f o r the translational anisotropy, 6 = +0.8 however, less than the limiting value B = +2. A spiral trajectory, resulting from a planar + pyramidal geometry change in the excited state, and a mean out-of-plane angle of 40°, readily accommodates the difference. Ab initio calculation predicts an out-of-plane angle of 31° c211. If the stereodynamics had remained coplanar and in the absence of any torsional torque about the breaking N-OH bond, the fragment rotational angular momentum j would have been directed perpendicular both to p and to the recoil velocity v, and the rotational alignment and (v,j) correlations wou?d both have been negative. In practice, both are positive (see table 3 ) ! There is a broad tendency for pD 11 v II j. 
CONCLUSION
The use of polarised, Doppler resolved laser probing of molecular photodissociation products to expose both their scalar and vectorial properties, has now become a wellestablished stereo-dynamic strategy. New developments include the measurement of rotational alignment of dissociating systems in real time, using ultra-fast pulsed laser systems [ 2 5 ] ; the probing of oriented (unidirectional) systems [261 and oriented fragments [27] ; the development of Fourier Transform inversion methods for Doppler profile analysis [12,131 to better cope with the common situation of broadly distributed energy disposals; and the use of three-dimensional photofragment mapping strategies to probe intramolecular vibrational/rotational energy redistribution [28] .
